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Abstract
This paper explores the logical device aggregation of terminals in future generation networks, where
the availability of several different radio access techniques is integrated by means of common radio
resource management algorithms. In particular, we investigate the creation of routing groups among
adjacent nodes, which might be beneficial in order to improve connectivity, decrease signaling overhead
and increase transmission efficiency. A simple analytical approach is proposed, which allows the
performance evaluation of device aggregation algorithms. We measure the performance of establishing
routing groups with special focus on two metrics of interest: the connectivity of the nodes and the energy
consumption. Within this framework, many detailed insights are obtained and presented throughout the
paper. In particular, we focus on the effectiveness of these aggregation techniques in improving network
connectivity and on the cost incurred in getting the extra information needed to build and maintain
group structures. In the final part of the paper, we provide simulation results which further validate
our discussion and highlight additional aspects that are to be considered in real scenarios. Our work
is a first step in the investigation of the effectiveness of in-network aggregation of terminals equipped
with multiple radio technologies. The results derived in the paper are encouraging and motivate further
research on the topic.

keywords: routing groups, multiple radio technologies, radio technology diversity, radio
access techniques, mobility exploitation, radio resource management, connectivity performance,
analytical evaluation.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Coexistence and integration of multiple access techniques (due to either coexisting multiple
radio technologies or different service providers) over heterogeneous networks are a key issue
for current research in wireless networks. The tremendous advancements achieved in the last few
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years in the wireless technology field have made it possible to integrate different radios in a single
portable device, thereby opening up new marketing opportunities as well as new technological
solutions. These themes are currently investigated under several international projects, among
which we cite here the European Ambient Networks project [1].
In general, integration of multiple radio interfaces in the same device poses novel challenges,
for both network operators and protocol designers. It becomes necessary, in fact, to provision
efficient mechanisms to let such complex networks cooperate and possibly promote device
aggregation and resource distribution in an efficient manner, so as to take advantage of the
multi-radio technology diversity [2]. For instance, a possible problem to solve is how to connect
every user to the “best” technology within range, at any time. In fact, the presence of multiple
technologies has the potential to allow for increased performance as the system coverage, and
hence the terminal connectivity, may be extended with respect to the single technology case.
Furthermore, devices may decide, in an either coordinated or completely uncoordinated fashion,
to switch to less congested systems, thereby achieving load balancing with a subsequent benefit
in terms of user perceived performance and overall network utilization. However, these are just
examples of the many issues that are to be solved in such networks.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the connectivity issue, where we are interested in understanding whether it is worth to perform logical device aggregation, also called “grouping.”
This is, in general, a theme addressed in past studies and often treated as an appropriate graph
partitioning problem. Previous approaches are given in [3]–[5], where the clustering of network
devices was used to improve routing as well as Medium Access Control (MAC) [6].
However, all these contributions focused on a single technology environment. The contribution
of the present paper is considerably different as we add a new and important dimension to
the device aggregation. In fact, we allow different technologies to coexist at both access points
(APs) and devices. Moreover, we do not directly investigate strategies for realizing the terminals’
aggregation, rather we seek an analytical evaluation of the impact of the routing group (RG)
formation on two important metrics such as connectivity and energy consumption. As we will
see in the following, the grouping concept allows to establish a trade-off between them, leading
to generally improved performance at the price of a slight increase of the energy consumption.
However, we argue that for realistic parameter settings this might be a good choice.
Our approach is quite general, since we are interested in a distributed topology network where
aggregation of nodes is performed. Our study stems from the practical observation that mobile
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users often tend to move together, i.e., according to the so called group mobility behaviors [7],
[8]. Examples of group mobility might be found in our daily life, e.g., in a group of people in the
same vehicle (car, shuttle, train, etc.) or pursuing a common task within the same geographical
area (rescue squads, groups of tourists moving within a museum, etc.). In these cases, it might
be beneficial for the users to perform logical device aggregation and to elect leaders who are
in charge of coordinating the transmissions within each group. Grouping, in some cases, may
increase efficiency as well as connectivity of the terminals. For instance, the efficiency may be
increased as the transmissions within every group may be handled locally by the group leader,
thereby allowing for more efficient forwarding strategies. Our goal here is to derive an analytical
model in order to capture the essential properties of this type of networks and to assess the
possible benefits of device aggregation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First of all, in Section II we discuss the
routing group concept as a means to harmonize mobile networks where different radio access
technologies are present. In Section III we present the models that we propose to represent
physical/transmission aspects such as user positions, radio interface distributions, propagation
model and transmission powers. In Section IV, we characterize the RG size as a function
of various system parameters. Such a characterization is the foundation for all the following
analytical derivations. In Section V, we briefly describe how algorithms for routing groups
operate and we subsequently find the average energy spent to maintain RG structures. In
Section VI, we focus on the analysis of the energy required to transmit to all users in the
network with and without grouping. Based on our analytical framework, in Section VII we
present some results that highlight the benefit of grouping users in terms of improved connectivity
of the terminals. In Section VIII we report preliminary but accurate simulation results to further
confirm our discussion and highlight additional facts that would arise in real scenarios, i.e., by
accounting for the highest level of detail (interference, time-variant channels and so on). Finally,
in Section IX we report the conclusions of our work.
II. H ETEROGENEOUS N ETWORKS

AND

ROUTING G ROUPS

In this work, we address heterogeneous networks where users and APs possess multiple radio
interfaces and operate within the same geographical area. In such an environment, it might be
beneficial to join all or part of the users in what we refer to here as routing groups (RGs). This
logical grouping is performed with the aim of taking advantage of the users’ physical proximity
and possibly of similar mobility patterns in order to improve the efficiency in transmitting data
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and/or handling network related procedures such as the handover between different APs. As
an example, multiple users moving together and handing over at the same time between the
same pair of APs may be joined in a routing group so that a single message (to the RG leader)
needs to be exchanged to successfully accomplish the handover procedure, instead of using
one dedicated channel (a unicast message) for every user. In general, this is true every time
the transmission involves information content that can be shared among users, that is, for all
applications where some sort of multicast messaging is inherently supported. In other cases,
we may join users according to their access technologies and “cluster” them to increase the
transmission efficiency. Think again, for instance, of a vehicle occupied by several passengers,
which henceforth move with the same pattern. In such a case, it could be efficient to elect a RG
leader, which is typically chosen among the most capable devices, e.g., the on-board multimedia
system, and transmit the information related to, e.g., close tourist attractions, route information,
TV programs, to all users in the vehicle in a multicast fashion. In such a case, the RG leader will
retrieve the wanted information from the external network through dedicated access points, and
then the information could be more efficiently distributed to the RG members by exploiting their
physical proximity. This simple example illustrates the opportunities and advantages offered by
a grouping of network entities when they exhibit a group mobility behavior.
In this work, instead of deriving specific algorithms for handling and creating RGs, we focus
on the effectiveness of the grouping principle as a function of the node and RG leaders densities,
and of the number and type of radio interfaces owned by the users. In particular, our aim is to
quantify such benefits and weigh them against the costs incurred in creating and maintaining
RG structures.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a heterogeneous network where a number of access points (APs) and a number
of users coexist. Both APs and users support multiple radio technologies which can be described
by the indices 1, 2, . . . , J. We assume the knowledge of three vectors Etx = {E1tx , E2tx , . . . , EJtx },

Erx = {E1rx , E2rx , . . . , EJrx } and r = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rJ } tracking the energies required to transmit
and receive a single bit and the transmission ranges for every technology, respectively. In the
following, we assume that indices are sorted according to the transmission range of the related
interface, i.e., 1 ≤ h < j ≤ J ⇔ rh ≤ rj (if rh = rj their order is irrelevant). These
assumptions mean that, for the sake of simplicity, we do not investigate Power Control issues,
even though we add some considerations in the following. We also simplify the MAC by
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considering that different transmissions (of different terminals or on different interfaces) might
occur simultaneously without causing interference or collisions. This can be done, since we are
mainly interested in estimating the connectivity issue and the overall energy consumption (and
not, for example, in the error probability of received transmissions), so that even a simplified
radio model is able to give useful insight. It is obviously possible to replace these assumptions
with more complicated and detailed descriptions of the MAC, but this would be beyond the
scope of the present paper. However, we argue that this can be done by following the same
rationale we present in the following. Moreover, in what follows we discuss possible ways
of connecting our scenario (with simplified assumptions due to the analytical approach) with
realistic physical parameters and propagation aspects.
APs are assumed to possess all the available technologies and are therefore able to communicate with every device within range. Instead, not all nodes offer all radio interfaces and,
in general, the set of available interfaces may differ between different nodes. In order to have
an easily tractable analytical model, we simply assume that every node owns the jth interface
of the network with probability pj . Observe that in our model the pj s do not sum to one as
they do not represent a probability mass function over the possible interfaces. For a given j,
pj is constant for all nodes and the probability of the presence of any interface at a given node
is independent of the presence of other interfaces. This might lead to the possibility of nodes
without any interface, which describes the case of terminals without a compatible interface with
the core network (i.e., the set of the APs). Besides, this assumption must be seen mainly as a
mathematical hypothesis made for analytical simplicity, which can be removed at the price of
obtaining more cumbersome expressions.
For the topology, both users and APs are placed according to planar Poisson processes of
density ρ and ρAP , respectively. That is, the number of nodes in a given area follows a Poisson
probability density function (pdf), whereas conditioned on the number of devices, node positions
are uniformly distributed within the area [9]. At the physical layer, every transceiver device has
a given receiver sensitivity ηj which depends on the considered radio interface j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}.
We assume that packets can be correctly decoded when the received power is above the respective
technology-dependent sensitivity threshold. The propagation loss L(d) (in decibel) at a distance
d can be modeled as L(d) = K0 + K1 ln d + s, where K0 and K1 are proper constants, and
s is a shadowing sample which is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and
standard deviation σshad . Thus, the received power (decibel) at the generic interface j of a
5

given node is Prx,j (d) = Ptx,j − L(d), where d is the distance between the source (S) and the
node itself and Ptx,j is the power used by S to transmit. We say that a packet transmitted with
technology j is correctly received if Prx,j (d) ≥ ηj . Observe that, as the channel attenuation is
modeled accounting for a log-normal shadowing contribution, the received power (and hence
the correctness of a packet transmission) as a function of the distance is a random variable
depending on the shadowing pdf. Now, if we refer to a probabilistic threshold pc ∈ (0, 1), we
can define the maximum transmission range rj for a given technology j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} as the
maximum distance dmax,j for which Prob{Prx,j (d) ≥ ηj } = pc . Then, we can set rj = dmax,j by
observing that rj is conditioned on the quality of service (QoS) level captured by the probability
pc . Hence, by repeating the above reasonings for every technology, it is possible to derive the
maximum transmission range vector r as a function of the transmission power levels Ptx,j and of
the radio sensitivities ηj , where r is conditioned on the minimum QoS guarantee pc , as explained
above. That is, given the QoS requirements, we can always obtain the corresponding vector of
maximum transmission distances. Given the network topology and the radio interface models,
P
the density ρj of nodes with an interface of type j is ρj = pj ρ. Note that, Jj=1 ρj may be

larger than ρ.

In Fig. 1, we report an illustrative example of the considered network architecture. Both nodes
and APs are randomly and uniformly placed over the area. Network devices are classified in
two different categories: regular devices (referred to as Device in the figure) and routing group
leaders (referred to as RG leaders). Like the APs, RG leaders are also assumed to have all
technologies, whereas regular devices own any technology j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} with probability
pj . As reported in the figure, we account for two different communication paradigms: in the first
case (e.g. AP3) nodes communicate directly with the closest AP, whereas in the second case
(e.g. AP2 in the figure) nodes communicate with their RG leader which acts as a relay node for
every device in its RG. The aim of the following analysis is to compare these two possibilities
in terms of energy consumption as well as network connectivity.
IV. C ALCULATION

OF THE

AVERAGE ROUTING G ROUP S IZE

AND

N UMBER

OF

M EMBERS

In this section we characterize the RG structure, by analyzing the RG geographical extension
and number of nodes. These results will be used in the following sections for the calculation of
the average energy required to deliver data when RGs structures are in place. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider that RG leaders are uniformly distributed within the network and that the
value pL represents the probability that an arbitrarily picked node is a leader [10]. RG leaders
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are elected first according to the probability pL and are assigned all available technologies. On
the other hand, all other nodes which are not RG leaders are assumed to own technology j =
{1, 2, . . . , J} with probability pj , as explained in the previous section. This approach describes
in an exact manner any leader selection strategy based on random election and also approximates
reasonably well other strategies. In fact, if needed, it can be replaced by a more refined procedure
which also accounts, e.g., for the correlation of leader positions when computing inter-leader
distances (so that, for example, neighborhood among leaders is less frequent), by replacing pL
in the following Eq. (3) with a probability depending on the number of hops separating two
adjoining RG leaders.
We note that depending on the specific RG scheme at play, the average RG size may vary, as
for standard clustering approaches [11], [12]. Hence, we can choose pL to reflect, in a very simple
manner, the average size of the formed RGs and hence to account for the specific RG formation
algorithm. For what concerns the node positioning, we still consider all devices (standard nodes
and RG leaders) to be placed according to a Poisson distribution. Now, we focus on a given
node and we assume that the node was elected as a RG leader. Then, starting from this leader,
we seek for the 1st, 2nd, . . . , nth device surrounding it, where the 1st node is the closest to
the leader, the 2nd is the second closest and so on. Moreover, we refer to d1 , d2 , . . . , dn as the
random values of the distances between the leader and these n nodes. The joint pdf of the dj ’s
was first derived in [13] and is given by
2

ψ(d1 , d2 , . . . , dn |n) = (2λ)n e−λdn d1 d2 · · · dn ,

(1)

where λ = πρ and 0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dn . The absolute probability that the nth nearest
neighbor is distant d˜ from the RG leader is obtained by integrating Eq. (1) with respect to d1
from 0 to d2 , with respect to d2 from 0 to d3 , . . . , with respect to dn−1 from 0 to dn = d˜ and
is given by:
˜ =
P (d)

˜2
2λn e−λd d˜2n−1
.
(n − 1)!

(2)

Moreover, the probability that the closest leader is the nth nearest node is given by:
P {node n is the closest leader} = (1 − pL )n−1 pL .

(3)

The joint pdf that the n-th closest node is the closest leader and its position is d˜ is then given
by the product of Eqs. (2) and (3) as follows:
˜2
2λn e−λd d˜2n−1 (1 − pL )n−1 pL
˜
.
P {nth neighbor is the closest leader, d} =
(n − 1)!
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(4)

˜ is therefore found as:
The marginal pdf ψ(d)
˜ =
ψ(d)

∞
X
n=1

˜ =β
P {nth neighbor is the closest leader, d}

∞
X
n=1

αn
= βαeα ,
(n − 1)!

(5)

˜ −λd˜2 , so that ψ(d)
˜ can be re-written as:
where α = (1 − pL )λd˜2 and β = [pL /(1 − pL )]de
˜ = 2λpL de
˜ −λpL d˜2 .
ψ(d)

(6)

Now, the average closest distance between two leaders can be computed by:
Z ∞
1
2
˜
E[d] = 2γ
x2 e−γx dx = √
,
2 ρpL
0

(7)

˜ indicates the expectation of d˜ and γ = λpL . This result, obtained for uniform node
where E[d]
distribution, can be extended by following a similar approach to more complicated cases. In
fact, as shown in [14], analytical results are available to quantify the error introduced by using
a Poisson approximation when the underlying process of the node distribution is not stationary.
˜
In other words, πr 2 is the
From Eq. (7), we can calculate the average range (rRG ) as E[d]/2.
RG

average area served by a RG leader. Therefore:
1
.
rRG = √
4 ρpL

(8)

According to the propagation model discussed in Section III, in the following we assume that
the propagation medium is characterized by circular coverage areas, so that the average area
(ARG ) covered by a RG is determined as ARG = πr 2RG . For the specific case under exam, we
claim that the restriction to the investigation of circular areas, apart from keeping the analysis
simple, still has the merit of giving direct insight without limiting too much the validity of
the approach. Real coverage areas are not exactly circular, due to border effects. Moreover, if
one wanted to include more directly shadowing or Rayleigh fading [15] for each of the radio
interfaces, the coverage area would be different and no longer circular.
For these cases, which are currently under study, it is possible to apply to some extent the
general results found on clustering evaluation, in particular for what concerns the extension of
the coverage areas from circular or analogously simple shapes to generalized regions. In this
view, it has been shown [16] that a Poisson approximation allows to follow the same rationale
that we will develop in the next sections, with known results about the introduced approximation.
For these reasons, we argue that our evaluations are general enough, since we only focus here
on average values. In order to investigate the variation of the results instead, further research
might be needed to deal with the case of generic coverage area, which introduces a further
8

deviation. Also, we note that throughout the following analysis we will account for the area
covered by a RG by means of the above Eq. (8). We observe that this consists of a first order
approximation that, however, will not affect the validity of concepts discussed in the present
paper. Besides, in Section VIII we will confirm our analysis by means of simulation results.
V. RG F ORMATION A LGORITHMS

AND

R ELATED E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

RGs can be usually formed exploiting a distributed approach. That is, users cooperate and
exchange data in order to gain information about their physical proximity and, at the same
time, to measure the worthiness of grouping with other network entities. In general, the creation
of group structures within a network can be achieved by the periodical exchange of so called
HELLO messages between nodes [17]–[19]. In our scenario, things are complicated by physical
mobility, so that the connectivity of a node might be subject to sudden changes. However, it
is easy to understand that if movements are correlated, certain nodes are likely to remain in
close proximity of the sending device and are therefore good candidates to be grouped with it.
We therefore assume that the aggregation algorithm is able not only to detect the reachability
of a neighboring node, but also to give an estimate of the “stability” of a connection, i.e., its
likelihood of being available in the future, so that we might focus only on stable neighbors.
Albeit specific algorithms for the creation of these RG structures are not in the scope of the
present paper, we simply observe here that this stability can be evaluated by appropriate exchange
of signaling information. For example, the nodes might include in each HELLO the list of their
stable neighbors, which might be initialized as the list of nodes that have been in close proximity
for a long enough period of time [8]. Additionally, this measurement might be reinforced by
comparison of data coming from different neighbors, so that the initial estimate provides an
accurate enough evaluation of a routing group which keeps stability in the near future [19]. We
refer the interested reader to [19] for practical algorithms for the creation of RG structures in
a distributed fashion by accounting for physical layer and MAC issues.
We further assume that a leader is elected within each RG. This device has the special role
of handling the data traffic so as to optimize the transmission and the channel access of the RG
members. This can be seen, as in standard clustering algorithms for ad hoc networks [11], [12],
as a way to partially centralize the transmission control, thereby enhancing the performance.
We assume that every interface j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} sends HELLO messages with an interfacespecific period Tj and we refer to bj as the number of bits composing HELLO packets sent
by an interface of type j. Moreover, we consider that all Tj s are multiple of a reference time
9

period ∆T such that Tj = ξj ∆T , ξj ∈ Z+ , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}, ∆T ∈ R+ . If we define the least
common multiple (LCM) of all ξj s as ξ, then we have that:
Hj =

ξ
ξj

(9)

is the number of HELLOs sent by the j-th interface in a time period equal to ξ∆T . According
to the above model and assumptions, the energy spent to maintain the RG structures over an
area A in a time period of ξ∆T seconds can be well approximated as:

J X
∞
n 
X
X
tx
rx
kPj (k|n)bj Hj [Ej + Ej εj ]
E (m)RG (A, ξ∆T ) =
P(n, A)
j=1 n=1

εj =

∞
X
n=2

where Pj (k|n) =

n
k



pkj (1

− pj )

n−k

(10)

k=1

n
X
P(n, π min(rj , rRG ) )
(k − 1)Pj (k|n) ,
2

(11)

k=1

. In the above Eq. (10), the term kHj gives the number of

HELLOs sent for an interface of type j in a time frame of ξ∆T seconds, given that there are
exactly k nodes within the area A owning such an interface. kbj Hj [Ejtx + Ejrx εj ] accounts for
the energy spent in sending those packets. Further, this last term is averaged according to the
probability of having k nodes out of n with interface of type j (Pj (k|n)). In addition, we take
a double expectation over the interface set (j = 1, 2, . . . , J) and the number of nodes n in
A. Finally, εj is the mean number of devices receiving the HELLO message sent by a given
sending node and using interface j; this term is accounted for to reflect the energy spent in
receiving HELLO messages. In its calculation, we reasonably assume that HELLO packets are
only decoded by the node neighbors whose distance is less than or equal to r RG , i.e., in the
worst case RG related information spans over two adjoining RGs.1 The energy spent per unit
of area and time to create and maintain RG structures is therefore derived as:
∗

E (m)RG =

E (m)RG (A, ξ∆T )
.
Aξ∆T

(12)

This calculation holds for a uniform node and radio interface distribution and for a generic RG
grouping algorithms where RGs are formed and maintained in a distributed manner thanks to periodic exchanges of neighborhood information. Moreover, Eq. (10) is related to the maintenance
phase, whereas the initial transient (discovery) phase, which could be reasonably characterized
by a higher energy consumption is neglected as it does not contribute to the steady-state energy
metric.
1
Devices may decide, based on the RG membership information contained into the HELLO packet header, whether they
should decode or ignore the packet (thereby saving energy). This mechanism could be implemented through special header tags
as done, e.g., in the Bluetooth system [20] to discriminate packets belonging to different piconets.
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In the following sections, we consider the data transmission by focusing on the scenarios
with and without RGs. Observe that, in the former case flows are routed first from the closest
AP to the RG leader (AP
RG members (RG leader

RG leader) and then optimally and locally distributed to the
RG members). In the latter scenario (no RGs), instead, flows are

transmitted directly by the APs to every device in the network. See Fig. 1 for an example of
the above two cases, where the former is illustrated by AP2, whereas the latter is represented
by the transmission originated from AP3.
VI. C ONNECTIVITY

AND

E NERGY C ONSUMPTION A NALYSIS

In this section we consider the delivery of traffic to a set of users surrounding a given AP.
We assume that each user requires a separate flow and all flows have the same bit-rate BU .2
These two assumptions can be seen as the situation where all nodes in the network are active
and the common bit-rate can be roughly interpreted as the average transmission rate delivered
to the end users. The aim of the following analysis is to characterize the energy spent per unit
of area and time in transmitting these flows to all users in the network. We further consider
that APs are placed according to a uniform distribution with density ρAP and are equipped with
all the technologies present in the network. The average distance between two APs is therefore
√
given by dAP = 1/(2 ρAP ) (Eq. (7) with pL = 1).
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the area covered by every AP can be approximated
by a circle. It is true that circular regions do not perfectly cover the plane. However, this still
gives qualitatively correct results as it respects the quadratic proportionality between dAP and
the actual average area spanned by an AP. Moreover, to have a more accurate evaluation of how
serving areas partition the plane, more information is needed than the average distance between
APs, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Accordingly, on average each AP is in
charge of delivering data to all users placed within a circle of radius r AP = dAP /2.
To help understand the following analysis, in Fig. 2 we report a scheme depicting two
neighboring APs and the radio technologies transmission ranges (vector r) in a scenario with
J = 4 different radio technologies. In normal situations, the larger the coverage, the higher
the power expenditure. However, to have an approach as general as possible, we re-index the
coverage regions according to the power consumption required to cover them. This is possible by
defining an appropriate indexing (hence invertible) function i(·) from {1, 2, . . . , J} to itself, so
2
This assumption is made here to keep the analysis simple but it can be easily removed at the price of a further expectation,
by following a similar approach.
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that the indices 1, 2, . . . , J are sorted as in Section III according to the coverage ranges, whereas
i(1), i(2), . . . , i(J) rank the interfaces according to the power expenditure, i.e., Ehtx ≤ Ejtx ⇔
i(h) < i(j). It is important to note that in most cases the same order for power expenditure and
coverage holds.
The area covered by the AP can be sliced into J regions A1 , A2 , . . . , AJ , where the area
Aj = 0 if rj−1 > r AP , otherwise the region has the shape of a circular annulus with area
π[min(rAP , rj )2 − rj−1 )2 ], where r0 is 0 by definition.

The density of nodes with technology j is still given by ρj = ρpj . The average number of
users that have to be reached in the jth region, nj , is found according to:
nj = ρAj .

(13)

Note that if technology J (the one with highest coverage) can not completely cover the serving
area assigned to the AP (that is rJ < rAP ), part of the area assigned to the AP, i.e., π[r 2AP − rJ2 ],
remains uncovered.
A. Case without RGs
The aim of this section is to compute the average energy required to deliver the flows to all
users served by a given AP. We assume that the AP has a complete knowledge regarding the
users to be served and can therefore optimize its transmission energies as follows. First of all,
the AP serves all users in A1 having technology i(1), hence n1,i(1) = ρi(1) A1 users are served
(on average), where we refer to nj,h as the average number of users served in region j by
technology h. For what concerns technology i(2), the AP on average needs to serve n1,i(2) =
n1 {i(2) is opt} = ρpi(2) (1 − pi(1) )A1 users in region 1, where in general nj,h = nj {h is opt} is
the average number of users in region j for which interface h is the optimal choice, that is, it
is the least energy consuming interface among the ones at disposal and which can be reached
by the AP. In general, in region Aj , the probability of having k users over n ≥ k with interface
h but without all interfaces ℓ which both cover Aj (ℓ ≥ j) and are less energy consuming than
h (i(ℓ) < i(h)), is:

where p̃hj

 
 n (p̃ )k (1 − p̃ )n−k if h ≥ j
hj
hj
k
(14)
P {h is opt in region j}(k|n) =

0
if h < j ,
Q
= ph [ ℓ≥j, i(ℓ)<i(h) (1 − pℓ )], and ph , pℓ are the probabilities for a generic user of

having interface of type h and ℓ, respectively.
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The average number of users nj {h is opt} in region j that can be optimally covered by
exploiting interface h is therefore found by averaging over the Poisson distribution, accounting
for the probabilities P {h is opt in region j}(k|n) and finally multiplying by the area Aj . Hence:
(
ρp̃hj Aj h ≥ j
nj,h = nj {h is opt} =
(15)
0
h<j.
The total energy expenditure per unit area and time is therefore found as:
PJ PJ
tx
rx
j=1 nj,h (Ej + Ej )BU
h=1
.
E noRG =
πr 2AP

(16)

Besides the energy expenditure, another interesting performance metric to look at is the average
number of uncovered users. These are users who can not be reached even by the closest AP
with any of the radio interfaces they are equipped with. Their average number nu is obtained
by subtracting the value nj,h summed over all technologies h and regions j, from the average
number of users which fall within r AP meters from the AP. This leads to:
nu = πr 2AP ρ −

J X
J
X

nj,h .

(17)

j=1 h=1

In this way, we also account for completely uncovered regions (when present). The number of
uncovered users per unit area is finally given by nu /(πr2AP ).
B. Case with RGs
In this section we consider the scenario where the traffic has to be delivered to all users
through dedicated channels, and RG structures are present in the network. In this case, instead
of directly transmitting the data traffic to the end users we rely on the presence of RG leaders.
As above, we consider a downlink transmission for each data flow, where all flows are assumed
to have the same bit-rate BU and one data flow has to be delivered to each user. The diagram for
this case is depicted in Fig. 3, where we report an example scenario with J = 4 radio interfaces.
According to the analysis in the previous section, we characterize the AP coverage radius by
means of r AP , whereas the RG area covered by the RG leader is modeled through rRG , see
Eq. (8). In this case, the unicast flows are first transmitted to the RG leader and then optimally
delivered from here to the nodes in the RG coverage area. As per the aforementioned working
assumption, we assume that RG leaders have all technologies as in practice it is reasonable to
pick RG leaders among the more capable devices. As for the case without routing groups, we
subdivide the RG area into J regions (in Fig. 3, J = 4) and we calculate the average number of
P
P
reachable users in a RG as nRG = Jh=1 Jj=1 nj,h , where the quantities nj,h are evaluated from
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the analysis illustrated in Section VI-A by substituting r AP with rRG , see Eqs. (8) and (15).
Note that nRG is the average number of users served by a RG leader given that this leader
actually exists. More details on this are given later in this section (see Eq. (21)).
In the RG case the transmission takes place in two different phases, where the first one
consists of the transmission from the APs to the RG leaders (AP

RG leader) and the second

one of the transmission from the RG leaders to the RG members (RG leader

RG members).

Additionally, also the energy consumed to maintain the RG structure has to be taken into
∗

account. Thus, the overall energy expenditure per unit area and time, called E RG , where the
asterisk indicates the normalization, can be subdivided into three different contributions, i.e., the
∗

energy required to transmit the flow from the AP to the RG leader, called E (a)RG , the further
∗

contribution required to deliver the flow from the leader to the nodes, E (b)RG , and finally the
∗

energy to maintain the RG structure E (m)RG . Formally:
∗

∗

∗

∗

E RG = E (a)RG + E (b)RG + E (m)RG .
∗

(18)
∗

The contribution E (m)RG has been already determined by Eq. (12). The second term E (b)RG can
be seen as a specialization of the algorithm presented in Section VI-A where the RG size (r RG )
is used instead of the AP coverage area (r AP ).
∗

For what concerns the first energy contribution E (a)RG , which involves the transmission
(AP

RG leader), we reasonably assume that RG sizes are significantly smaller than the

AP coverage area, i.e., that r 2RG ≪ r 2AP . In such a case, it is reasonable to consider the position
of RG leaders as uniformly distributed in the area assigned to the AP and evaluate the energy
consumed per unit time in transmitting to a RG leader as E (a)RG = nRG BU E AP

RG ,

where

nRG is the average number of reachable users within a RG, BU is the bandwidth for the unicast
traffic and E AP

RG

is the average energy per unit area spent to transmit one bit from the AP

to the RG leader, which can be evaluated as:
Z min(rAP ,rJ )
2xρpL E(x)
dx ,
E AP RG =
r 2AP
0

(19)

where the min(·) accounts for the fact that when rJ < r AP the AP serving area (rAP ) can not
be completely covered by the access point (rJ ) and therefore the farthest RG leader reachable
by the AP is placed min(r AP , rJ ) meters apart from the AP; E(x) is a mapping giving the
minimum energy that can be used to communicate with a node placed x meters apart, i.e.:
E(x) = min {(Ejtx + Ejrx ) such that rj ≥ x} .
1≤j≤J
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(20)

Finally, the average number of unconnected nodes might be found by repeating the approach of
section VI-A by replacing rAP with rRG , so that one obtains the number nj,h of nodes belonging
to the jth region of the RG which can be covered by the RG leader by using technology h.
Summing these values over all regions and all technologies we obtain the number of users
reachable by multi-hop through the RG leader, but conditioned to the situation where the RG
leader is connected to the AP. However, it is also necessary to account for the cases where
the missing coverage is due to lack of connection between the RG leader and an AP, i.e., no
AP is present within rJ meters from the RG leader. This occurs with probability P(0, πrJ2 ) =

exp (−ρAP πrJ2 ). Thus, nu is found as:
nu =

2
πrRG
ρ

− 1−

exp (−ρAP πrJ2 )

J X
J
X

nj,h .

(21)

j=1 h=1

VII. R ESULTS
In this section we report some results for two different network cases, whose data are
summarized in Table I. We consider two possible scenarios with different radio technologies.
The characteristics of each radio technology are shown in Table II. For both scenarios and all
technologies, we also assume that the length of all HELLO messages is 30 bytes and their
periods are normalized to ∆T equal to 1 s.
The indoor scenario might be regarded as a wireless Hot-Spot, where users are equipped with
different short-range technologies, whereas the outdoor scenario might be seen as a network
with larger cells, where almost all users have an interface with high range but also several users
own additional short-range interfaces in order to extend coverage. The chosen values of ρAP
give an average inter-AP distance of dAP ≈ 35.4 m for the indoor and dAP = 125 m for the
outdoor case. The energy consumptions are normalized to the expenditure in transmission of
interface 1. Their values are only to validate the analysis. However, note that they respect the
principle that the larger the transmission range, the higher the consumption. This simplifies the
notation of our analytical approach as the indexing function introduced in Section VI can be
replaced by an identity function.
In the following, we keep ρAP fixed by investigating the impact on the performance of the
node density ρ and of the probability pL of being RG leader. In Figs. 4 and 5, we report the
average number of unconnected users per unit area in both scenarios. These results, as well
as the ones shown in the following, have been verified also through simulations, which exhibit
good agreement, even though at a preliminary level (see next section). These are the users that,
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on average and for the given system parameters, can not be reached by any technology and
are therefore disconnected from the network. Note that, with our choices of the parameters, it
is always possible that some users do not own any interface, as it was discussed in Section
Q
III. More specifically, this occurs with probability Jj=1 (1 − pj ), which is close to 1% for the
considered scenarios. The figures show the case without RGs and the cases where RGs are
established for different choices of the parameter pL , i.e., of the average size of the groups.
The trend of the case without RGs is always linear, since it only depends on the direct
connectivity of the nodes. The RG structures are clearly inefficient when the node density is
quite low: there is, in fact, an increase of the probability of being uncovered due to the fact
that the RG leader is likely not to be covered by any AP. It might be in fact observed that this
holds as long as ρpL < ρAP , which is a situation where the introduction of RGs is inadequate,
since it would force the transmission to wider range than the direct transmission from the APs.
When the node density increases, we observe a descent in the number of uncovered nodes,
which occurs in three phases. This is motivated by the fact that three interfaces are available:
roughly speaking, each point of descent corresponds to the additional reachability introduced
by a multi-hop routing through the RG leader, by means of a radio interface which is not
covered by any AP. The observed behavior is henceforth due to the separation of the coverage
radii of the technologies. Note, in fact, that the reduction in the number of uncovered users is
less pronounced in the outdoor scenario, where the available radio interfaces provide a wider
coverage. In this case, technology diversity appears to be less useful as terminals are almost
always reachable through the longest range technology. Of course, this holds here as we do not
consider practical aspects such as congestion at the APs and we do not investigate load balancing
issues. Moreover, the decrease of the curves in Figs. 4 and 5 occurs for a lower value of ρ as
pL increases. This is according to the intuition that, for what concerns the coverage aspect,
smaller RGs (higher pL ) perform better, even though we also note that there is a performance
floor, corresponding to the case where all users with at least one interface are reached. The
aforementioned users without any interface can not of course be reached in any way. Since the
parameter pL summarizes the associativity performance of the RG creation algorithm, we infer
that by appropriately designing the logical aggregation of nodes one can significantly extend
the coverage in the most appropriate manner. In general, we observe that RGs and hence the
localized presence of RG leaders (or coordinating/relay entities) are actually good for extending
the coverage by therefore substantially reducing to a minimum the probability that a device is
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disconnected.
In Figs. 6 and 7, we focus on the energy expenditure per unit area and time with and without
∗

∗

RGs. For the RG case, the single contributions to the total energy spent, i.e., E (a)RG , E (b)RG ,
∗

and E (m)RG , are considered in Figs. 8 and 9. We observe that in the considered scenarios the
total energy expenditure is generally higher in the RG case, except, of course, when ρ is too low
so that several nodes are not covered. The higher energy consumption is due to the fact that the
RG leader acts as a relay by first receiving the data from the APs and then re-transmitting to
the RG members. This is trivially inefficient from the energy point of view and, for this reason,
leads to a higher energy expenditure. Nevertheless, note first of all that in the outdoor case the
energy expenditure increase is not that relevant. This is because the local transmissions (RG
leader

nodes) is mostly carried out by means of the low range interfaces 1 and 3, whose

energy consumption is the smallest.
Indeed, with a different choice of parameters, which we believe however not to be very
realistic, the RGs can also decrease the power consumption (this occurs when the relaying
happens through the low-range interfaces, which should be less power demanding). Thus, in
certain cases, especially where low-range interfaces with low power expenditure are available,
the additional cost of the transmission through RG is not really high. Note in fact that in Fig. 9
∗

∗

the term E (b)RG is significantly lower than E (a)RG , whereas in Fig. 8 they were comparable, so
∗

that the total power expenditure was more or less doubled (also including the term E (m)RG ).
More in general, we note that the application of the RG concept might lead to save energy for
different network scenarios, which can not be addressed here due to the structure of the analytical
model but are interesting from the point of view of further research developments beyond the
present paper. One possibility is the introduction of the Power Control at the transmitter’s side. If
the power levels at the transmitter are adjustable, and not fixed as we considered here for the sake
of simplicity, we can tune the coverage radii to the desired size. Under this condition, relaying
through intermediate nodes might even be energy-saving, since the channel attenuation increases
more than linearly with the distance, provided that the angle between the destination and the
relay satisfies certain constraints [21]. Another case where the presence of RGs causes energy
saving is when the transmission is multicast [21], or in general everywhere the information to
deliver can by its own nature be merged through data fusion in packets valid for all destinations,
∗

thus leading to counting the term E (a)RG only once for the whole multicast group. In this case,
grouping and hence relaying packets is expected to lead to considerable benefits in terms of
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energy. However, many intricacies appear, as the multicast routing problem is known to be
np-hard. Therefore, this topic is left for future research and is not quantitatively addressed here.
∗

Figs. 8 and 9 are worth of more emphasis for what concerns E (m)RG . This term is increasing
with ρ, so that for low node density it is significantly lower than the energy needed to transmit
to the end users, but for higher values of ρ this contribution might no longer be negligible. It
shall be observed that this term also heavily depends on the vector Erx and on the HELLO
messages transmission periods. Therefore, all RG maintenance parameters must be carefully
considered for values of the node density from moderate to high as their impact on the overall
energy balance might be relevant.
To sum up, it is possible to say that the creation of RGs introduces a higher energy consumption but provides a higher connectivity that, for reasonable values of ρ, exceeds the connectivity
of the normal operational mode (AP

users) by about one order of magnitude. This is achieved

by paying more in terms of energy spent, for both routing and establishing/maintaining RGs.
This introduces a trade-off which can be clarified by looking at Figs. 10 and 11.
Here, the energy consumption is plotted versus the node probability of being disconnected
from the network. Thus, suitable solutions are close to the bottom left part of the graph.
The curves are obtained for different values of ρ, which is a value known a priori and not
tunable. Instead, the value pL describes one degree of freedom in the design of the routing
group formation strategies, since it directly determines the number of nodes in the same RG.
Note that from a general point of view it seems that by increasing pL , and henceforth decreasing
the RG size, one improves the performance. As an example, for a given power consumption
level, the curve with pL = 0.2 (Fig. 10) leads to a smaller probability of being out of range
than the case where pL = 0.05. However, one has to consider the following two facts: the first
one is that, in practice, small routing groups are possible only if enough nodes own all access
technologies (remember that in our analysis we assumed full availability of the interfaces for
the RG leader). Secondly, it is also to be observed that for the same value of ρ the energy
expenditure of the smaller RG is higher. This is visible in Fig. 10 from the fact that all points
of the curve with pL = 0.2 are indeed higher than the corresponding points (i.e., those with the
same value of ρ) of the curve with pL = 0.05.
From a practical point of view, this means that the routing group size is another critical
parameter and has to be accurately selected. In fact, when the node density is high, smaller RGs
may be preferable: the figures show for example that the cases with RGs and sufficiently high
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pL obtain for high ρ values comparable energy consumption and substantially better connectivity
than the case without RGs (vertical dotted line). When the node density increases further, using
small RGs is less advantageous, since it only leads to higher power consumption. In this case,
a lower pL is preferable (see the points in the leftmost part of the plots).
As a final comment, note that the tradeoff investigated in Figs. 10 and 11 involves a generic RG
formation algorithm, without any optimality criterion about the choice of the AP. We therefore
expect an even better performance for realistic RG formation algorithms, where the leader is
not selected randomly but in a more efficient way.
VIII. VALIDATION

OF THE

A NALYSIS

THROUGH

S IMULATION

In this section, we present accurate simulation results aimed at validating and further investigating some of the above facts. To this end, we used an event-driven network simulator
for heterogeneous wireless systems which has been developed within the Ambient Networks
project [1]. The channel is modeled accounting for both path loss (Hata model) and multipath fading, which is tracked by means of a Jakes simulator, see [15]. We consider a network
scenario composed by two radio access technologies: IEEE802.11b and UMTS. User devices
move within a simulation area of 160 × 160 m2 , with speeds uniformly distributed in the range
[0.5, 2] m/s, so as to mimic a typical pedestrian scenario. The density ρ of the mobile nodes
spans in [0.001, 0.01]. Mobility patterns are generated according to a random way point mobility
model. We consider a single AP, placed at the center of the simulation area and owning both
technologies. Exactly 20% of the mobile devices own both wireless technologies, whereas the
remaining 80% of the population picks one of the two radio technologies at random at the
beginning of the simulation. We consider an uplink data transmission. As above, we consider
two different access strategies: with and without RGs. In the former case (RGs), each user
can access the AP only relaying its data to an in range RG leader. RG leaders are elected at
random at the beginning of the simulation with probability pL and among the users having
both technologies. In the latter case (no RG), relaying is not permitted and a mobile device
is connected to the AP if and only if the AP is directly reachable through at least one of the
radio technologies owned by the user. Finally, the UMTS network covers the whole simulation
area, whereas the IEEE802.11b technology provides a good connectivity up to a distance of
approximately 80 m from the AP. All users generate uplink traffic (users

AP) at the rate of

one packet per second. Packets are 512 bytes long. Users’ traffic is exploited, in part, for the
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establishment and maintenance of the routes to get to the AP. To this end, we use the DSR
protocol modified in such a way that only RG leaders and APs relay data traffic.
In Fig. 12 we report the density of unconnected users for both scenarios (with and without
RGs). As expected, and in accordance with the results discussed in previous sections, the case
without RGs gives the worst performance in terms of connectivity. For ρ ≈ 0.001 the gains
offered by RGs increase with pL (the number of RG leaders in the area) and are of about one
order of magnitude for pL = 0.2, i.e., when the number of RG leaders is (on average) 4%
the population size. However, as ρ increases the performance of the RG case saturates to the
scenario without RGs. This is basically due to the following two facts: 1) the capacity of the
AP is limited 2) an increasing ρ leads to an increasing user interference that, in turn, limits the
maximum number of communicating users that can be supported by the system simultaneously.
Observe that the point where the performance saturates to the “no RG” curve (saturation point
if the figure) can be shifted to the right by exploiting a radio technology which offers a larger
capacity or, alternatively, increasing the number of APs in the area. In any event, from Fig. 12
we have a further confirmation of the advantages offered by the RG paradigm which, if correctly
exploited, can lead to substantial performance improvements through relaying and cooperation.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE WORK

In this paper we focused on next generation wireless network scenarios where both users
and access points own multiple radio technologies and can therefore communicate exploiting
radio technology diversity. In this context, we introduced the concept of routing group (RG)
formation as a tool to logically merge users in close proximity and/or moving together. Given
the RG concept, we first formulated an analytical framework in order to model the multiradio scenario, by considering uniform and random user placement and a probabilistic radio
interface assignment. Subsequently, we investigated the effectiveness of the user aggregation
(RG) approach in terms of energy consumption and connectivity, that we expressed here as the
density of unconnected users. We found that, under reasonable assumptions, the RG approach
has the potential of dramatically increasing the connectivity metric and, if properly dimensioned,
this happens without increasing too much the energy expenditure. Future research is devoted to
the design of algorithms for the creation and maintenance of RG structures and their exploitation
in routing, topology control and path discovery schemes.
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Scenario →
Node prob. of having
Node prob. of having
Node prob. of having
Node prob. of having
AP Density (ρAP )

interface
interface
interface
interface
TABLE I

1
2
3
4

Indoor Outdoor
0.8
0.667
0.8
0
0.8
0.5
0
0.9
−5
5 · 10
4 · 10−6

PARAMETERS OF THE S CENARIOS

Interface →
1
2
3
4
tx
Energy in TX (E , norm.)
1 1.5 2 10
rx
Energy in RX (E , norm.)
0.5 0.75 1 2.5
Average coverage radius (r, in m) 10 20 40 130
Period of HELLOs (norm. to ∆T ) 3
3
5 10
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE R ADIO I NTERFACES
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Average number of uncovered users as a function of the node density ρ, indoor scenario.
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Fig. 8. Total average energy spent per unit area and time in the RG case and its subdivision into its three contributions, as a
function of the node density ρ, indoor scenario.
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Fig. 9. Total average energy spent per unit area and time in the RG case and its subdivision into its three contributions, as a
function of the node density ρ, outdoor scenario.
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Simulation results: average number of uncovered users per unit area as a function of the node density ρ.
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